* CHECK B.O.B. CONTRACT, IF B.O.B. PROJECT.

** NO LABOR BURDEN ALLOWED IN ADDITION TO LABOR PRICE LISTED. (SECTION 00 73 13, ARTICLE 7.3.11)

- INCLUDE PAY APP LETTER 00 73 13, ARTICLE 8.3.8

(UM FP REFERENCE ON IHL FORM C, IV. JUSTIFICATION)

- AIA CHANGE ORDER DOCUMENT (or equal)

(UM FP REFERENCE ON IHL FORM C, III. DESCRIPTION)
- EACH ITEM MUST INCLUDE APPLICABLE TIME EXTENSION.

PRICING BACK-UP

- LETTER/COR/PCO FROM GC

ITEMIZATION REQUIRED FOR AMOUNTS GREATER THAN $500.
- SECTION 00 73 13, ARTICLE 7.2.4
- MAXIMUM MARK-UP FOR SELF-PERFORMED WORK → 16% *
- MAXIMUM MARK-UP FOR SUBCONT. WORK → 10% *

- GC WORK (EACH ITEM LISTED)

(SECTION 00 73 13, ARTICLE 8.3.4)

- MATERIALS

(NO ADDITIONAL ITEMS, LAYERING, ETC... SECTION 00 73 13, ARTICLE 7.2 / ARTICLE 7.3.11)

- LABOR **

- EQUIPMENT

- SUBCONTRACTOR (IF APPLICABLE)

ITEMIZATION REQUIRED FOR AMOUNTS GREATER THAN $500.
- SECTION 00 73 13, ARTICLE 7.2.4
- MAXIMUM MARK-UP FOR SELF-PERFORMED WORK → 16% *
- MAXIMUM MARK-UP FOR SUBCONT. WORK → 10% *

- SUBCONT. WORK (EACH ITEM LISTED)

(SECTION 00 73 13, ARTICLE 8.3.4)

- MATERIALS

(NO ADDITIONAL ITEMS, LAYERING, ETC... SECTION 00 73 13, ARTICLE 7.2 / ARTICLE 7.3.11)

- LABOR **

- EQUIPMENT

NOTE: CREDITS MUST INCLUDE REASONABLE CREDIT FOR O.H. & P. (SECTION 00 73 13, ARTICLE 7.3.8)